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“My professors genuinely know me, and I think a part of being 

Christ-centered is showing that kind of personal love and care toward 

other people. Union makes sure students feel like we’re a part of a 

family — both the Union family and the family of Christ.” 

TRICIA CLARE GRIFFIN
Christian ministry and missions major 
Old Hickory, Tennessee

BEGIN YOUR JOURNEY BY VISITING uu.edu

BE PASSIONATE. BE PREPARED.

BE TRANSFORMED.

Scan (right) to check out our “Farm News” page.

Have an ordinary kitchen blender? Sarah shows 
you how to turn raw wheat berries into pancakes 
in a short video.

Watch us harvest wheat from the field and 
transform it into pancakes, all in 5½ minutes.

Search our website for links on how Mennonites, fleeing 
the Ukraine, transformed Kansas’s agriculture and the 
American flour industry.
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NASA’s James Webb Space Telescope is actively collecting images 
from space and sending those home to Earth, much to the delight 
of scientists and common folk alike. This image of the distant spiral 
galaxy NGC 628 is one of the shots compiled from multiple image 
captures made by Webb. This “mid-infrared” view gives the galaxy 
the bright purple color. Dr. Gabriel Brammer says this view shows 
“the gas and dust of the galaxy, rather than the stars” themselves.
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UNITED KINGDOM: Rewilding 
 Beavers After 400 years, beavers might return to 

London, England. Brits aren’t introducing Narnians to 
their capital city. Instead, conservationists hope to restore 

river habitat by reintroducing the plump, furry, “natural 
engineers.” Beaver dams hold back water and sometimes help 

prevent � ooding downstream. The dams also create habitats for 
other creatures. “Beavers on the [River] Thames in central London 

is a very strong possibility in the next � ve to 10 years,” says Ben 
Goldsmith, a rewilding advocate. He says you don’t have to go far from 
the city center to � nd seals, dolphins, and even whales—so why not 
beavers too? A male and female pair were released into a large enclosure 
on the outskirts of London in March. But a few months later, the male was 
found dead, apparently of natural causes. Organizers won’t give up on the 
project, though. They’re looking for a replacement beaver.

UNITED STATES:
Honoring “The Black 
Rose” A dark cloth slides o�  a new 

sculpture in Washington, D.C.’s Statuary 
Hall. Underneath stands a towering statue 

of Mary McLeod Bethune. Bethune was born 
in South Carolina in 1875. Her parents had 
been enslaved. Mary, their 15th child, was their 
� rst to be born free. Bethune grew up to be a 
woman of faith. She fought to ensure that 
black people could receive good educations, 
founding Bethune-Cookman University in 
Daytona Beach, Florida. One of her organiza-
tions also supplied college tuition to black 
students. Bethune even became the highest-

ranking black White House o�  cial and led 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s “Black 

Cabinet.” In speeches, Bethune 
declared that, like colorful � owers, 
humans of all shades belong in “the 

people garden.” A story says that a kid 
listening objected, saying black � owers 
don’t exist. After discovering black roses 
in Switzerland, Bethune had bushes 
planted at her school. She called her 
students “black roses.”students “black roses.”
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of Mary McLeod Bethune. Bethune was born 

THE NETHERLANDS:
Roman Temple on the 
Frontier Volunteer archaeolo-
gists in the Netherlands made an 
“exceptional” � nd, says the country’s 
cultural heritage agency. They 
discovered an ancient Roman sanctu-
ary with a relatively intact Roman 
temple—a long way from Rome! The 
structure stood in what is now the 
Dutch central-east Gelderland 
province in a city near the UNESCO 
World Heritage Roman Limes. That 
represents the border of the Roman 
empire at its greatest extent in the 
second century A.D. Complete votive 
stones and altars dedicated to 
mythical gods and goddesses have 
been unearthed there. The agency says 
the temple was in use for centuries 
during the Roman Empire. Various 
pieces from the site will be displayed 
at the Valkhof Museum in Nijmegen, 
the largest city in Gelderland.

One of the � ndings 
in Gelderland

A beaver is 
released in 

London.
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CAMBODIA: World’s Largest Freshwater Fish “When 
you see a � sh this size, especially in fresh water, it is hard to comprehend,” says 
scientist Zeb Hogan. He and others working on the Wonders of the Mekong 
project were alerted when � shermen on the Mekong River lugged in a 13-foot 
freshwater stingray. The big � sh weighs 660 pounds, making it the largest 
recorded freshwater � sh yet. Hogan called the giant ray “a hopeful sign.” 
That’s because the Mekong is in trouble. The river runs through China, 
Myanmar, Laos, Thailand, Cambodia, and Vietnam. As people in those 
countries build dams, � sh lose spawning grounds. Over� shing also means 
many are caught before they are mature enough to reproduce. This giant 
ray wasn’t kept. It was tagged and released. Scientists can track its travels 
now. The � shers were granted a $600 reward for reporting their catch.
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KENYA: Nursing Corals In the Shimoni channel o�  the coast of 
Kenya’s mainland, four divers drop below the water’s surface. They are REEF 
Rangers on their way to inspect young corals. Yatin Patel and his teammates work 
with the REEFolution foundation. They collect healthy wild coral fragments and 
use them to establish nurseries on Africa’s east coast. When the baby corals reach 
adequate size, Patel says, “They’re taken to the coral garden” of Wasini, a densely 

forested island. The foundation works with the island community. Together 
they’ve placed about 800 arti� cial reef structures for growing coral in the channel 

since 2012, which support over 8,000 corals. The Wasini Island coral initiative is one 
among many dotted along Africa’s shores. They exist to address the global problem 

of coral bleaching. Due in part to the natural weather phenomenon El Niño, 1998 was a 
particularly devastating year to huge stretches of the Indian Ocean’s corals.particularly devastating year to huge stretches of the Indian Ocean’s corals.
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A Kenyan ranger 
cleans this coral 

with a toothbrush.

LESOTHO: A Rare African Snow While 
millions in Europe were sweating it out through record-
breaking heat, folks in one African country strapped on skis! 
Lesotho is a tiny mountain kingdom that lies surrounded by 
South Africa. Every inch of its territory sits more than 3,280 
feet above sea level. Higher elevation means colder tem-
peratures. For the part of Africa south of the Equator, winter 
happens in June, July, and August. Cold winters aren’t rare in 
southern Africa, but snow is. And ski resorts are almost 
unheard of. So in July and August, skiers and snowboarders 
took advantage of the white stu� . They lined up to rent the 
proper gear and take instruction on navigating the slopes! 
Some even entered competitions. Sekholo Ramonotsi, a 
13-year-old from Lesotho, won the junior snowboard and ski 
divisions. He says, “I would really like to ski in Europe.”
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Clark Little, photographer of 
Hawaii’s natural beauty, can 

show you just how magnifi cent the 
ocean is. Vibrant blues, greens, and 
sandy browns blend together. Frozen-
in-time waves look like glass or pieces 
of cloud. Little takes these stunning 
photos from inside the barrels of 
powerful and dangerous waves. 

The longtime resident of Oahu’s 
North Shore has spent the last 15 
years documenting shorebreak 
waves. Those monster swells roll in 
from the Pacifi c and crash directly 
onto the sand, unobstructed by reefs 
or shallow water. Little released a 
book in April called The Art of Waves, 
featuring more than 150 of his 
favorite wave photos. 

“Shorebreak is so beautiful and 
scary at the same time,” Little 

says. “I used to surf the 
shorebreak, so . . . it’s 

my comfort zone. I 
like sand bottom. I 

think it has more 
. . . beautiful 

colors.”

Laird Hamilton is a big wave 
surfer. He says Little’s photography 
helps him see the beauty and com-
plexity of the ocean in a way that’s 
impossible when surfi ng in the 
chaotic and big seas he likes.

“His books capture the things 
about the ocean that make us believe 
in higher powers,” Hamilton says. 
The writer of Psalm 89 reminds us 
who the higher power is: “O Lord God 
of hosts, who is mighty as you are, 
O Lord . . . ? You rule the raging of the 
sea; when its waves rise, you still 
them.” (v. 8-9)

When he was younger, Little 
would surf the shorebreak waves, 
something few people dare to do. But 
Little says even he gets into trouble in 
these conditions.

Little isn’t the only one to explore 
the beauty and danger of waves. You 
may recognize the woodblock print 
Under the Wave o�  Kanagawa, 
also known as The Great Wave. 
Japanese artist Katsushika 
Hokusai created the artwork 
around 1830-1832. This print is 

one of the most well-known works 
in the world. It captures the elegance 
but also the peril of the sea. 

Hokusai’s print also helped 
inspire Claude Debussy’s orchestral 
composition “La Mer.” (The title 
means “the sea” in French.) In fact, 
Debussy even used part of the image 
on the cover of the score. Debussy had 
fond childhood memories of visiting 
the seaside. He incorporated them 
into his piece, which he composed 
between 1903 and 1905.

Many other artists, including 
Ansel Adams and Claude Monet, also 
take great inspiration from nature. 
What features of God’s creation might 
inspire you?
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Little photographed this Hawaiian green sea turtle swimming through a breaking wave.

“Shorebreak is so beautiful and 
scary at the same time,” Little 

says. “I used to surf the 
shorebreak, so . . . it’s 

my comfort zone. I 
like sand bottom. I 

think it has more 
. . . beautiful 

colors.”

Little photographed this Hawaiian green sea turtle swimming through a breaking wave.
POP! SMART

Humans are made in the image 
of the Creator. As J.R.R. Tolkien put 

it, we are sub-creators. God’s beautiful 
world can inspire our own works of art.

PRAY that you 
will glorify 

God through your art 
and other work.

WHY?

Clark Little 
photographs 
shorebreak 

waves.

See Little’s work on teen.wng.org!
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For over 100 years, 
vinyl record albums 

were the gold standard 
for sound reproduction. 

But it’s been a bumpy ride 
for the grooved, hole-in-the-middle 

sound-delivery format. Now four decades later, 
vinyl is back and bigger than ever.

With the rise of compact discs (CDs) in the 
1980s, most record companies sold or dismantled 
their vinyl pressing machines. Not long after came 
digital downloads, Apple iPods, and online stream-
ing services. It seemed vinyl’s time had passed.

But many music lovers never gave up on vinyl. 
Baby boomers missed thumbing through record 
albums in stores. Music afi cionados clung to what 
they heard as superior quality. These folks and 
others have helped fuel a vinyl resurgence.

For a decade, demand for vinyl has grown in 
double-digit percentages. Today, record album sales 
far outpace growth rates for paid music subscrip-
tions and streaming services (looking at you, 
Spotify!), according to the Recording Industry 
Association of America.

A younger generation is also falling for vinyl, 
buying turntables and albums in huge numbers. 
New artists are moving to vinyl as well, notes Larry 
Ja� ee, author of Record Store Day: The Most 
 Improbable Comeback of the 21st Century.

Thirty-four-year-old taxi driver Jamila Grady is 
too young to remember the heyday of record stores. 
But she fi nds records irresistible. “There’s some-
thing so beautiful about taking the record, putting it 
on the player, and dropping the needle,” she says.

Record makers have already built dozens of 
record-pressing factories in North America—and 
those are not enough.

The industry “has found a new gear and is 
accelerating,” says Mark Michaels, of United Record 
Pressing, the nation’s largest record producer.

In Nashville, United Record Pressing launched 
in 1949 and never stopped producing albums. In 
fact, the company bought up presses as others sold 
them o� . It currently expects to triple capacity 
next year.

People in the vinyl business are excited about 
its growth, as sales soar to new heights every year, 
says Bryan Ekus, president of Making Vinyl. No one 
knows how long the run will continue, so there’s a 
sense that “we should make hay while the Sun 
shines,” he says.

Why all the hoopla about a bygone technology? 
Why the determination in the face of backlogs, 
supply chain disruptions, and backorders for 
record-pressing machines?

Because despite the crackles, pops, scratches, 
and distortions, people love vinyl.

“I love the vinyl experience. All of it,” says 
recording executive Mark Mazzetti. “To me, there is 
an electrifying sound when I play records that I 
don’t feel from digital.” It seems many people agree.
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of the Creator. As J.R.R. Tolkien put 
it, we are sub-creators. God’s beautiful 
world can inspire our own works of art.

WHY? The ability to change and adapt is a 
good trait. But newer isn’t always 

better. Christians do well to evaluate changes in 
every area of life in light of the gospel.
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WHY? Words matter, and 
consumers should be aware 

of how businesses and governments 
might use words deceptively in order to 
push policy and pro� ts.

European Union lawmakers voted 
in July to include natural gas and 

nuclear power in the bloc’s list of 
sustainable energy sources. 
 Previously, those energies were 
excluded. That’s due to the means of 
harvesting them and the waste 
products associated with them. Some 
EU legislators from environment and 
economy committees objected to the 
change in plan. They say the energies 
aren’t truly ecologically friendly. 
Calling them “sustainable” to make 
them acceptable amounts to 
 “greenwashing.” 

Despite the objection, the EU 
needs energy to operate at modern 
standards of living and production. 
Sources already considered “green”—
solar, wind, hydroelectric, and so 
on—aren’t keeping up with demand.

Greenwashing is a fairly new 
term. It refers to portraying processes 
and products as more environmen-
tally friendly than they actually are. 
Sometimes businesses resort to 
greenwashing to increase sales. They 
hope to grow a customer base by 
appealing to a sense of stewardship 
and modern virtues. But in reality, 
the provider may have little actual 
concern for the environment. Some 
fear the EU’s energy labeling vote 
could set a precedent. It may allow 
greenwashing—changing terminol-
ogy to appear to support environmen-
tal goals—to happen more easily. And 
that may lead to legal issues. 

One Dutch airline, KLM, is 
feeling the e� ects of alleged 

greenwashing. That business faces a 
lawsuit over its “Fly Responsibly” 
advertising campaign, launched in 
December 2021. Environmental 
groups took action against the 
aviation giant earlier this year. They 
say the airline misled consumers. Its 
ads promoted its “carbon o� set 
program.” But KLM didn’t actually 
change practices to help preserve the 
environment. In fact, the growth it 
projects from the campaign may 
produce more pollution.

“The lawsuit will argue that these 
claims are highly misleading,” 
lawyers from complainant Client-
Earth said in a statement. The charge 
goes on to explain that “KLM’s plan 
for continual increases in fl ying is at 
odds with the rapid and deep emis-
sions reductions” that a United 

Nations panel recommends. 
Without reductions, the airline 
cannot truthfully claim to be a “more 
responsible” option for ecologically 
minded consumers.

KLM is just one company that has 
claimed to be more environmentally 
friendly than the facts support. Some 
companies do put real e� ort into wise 
use of resources and energy. But 
greenwashing is becoming a readily 
marketable theme in business. 

As consumers, it’s important to be 
aware of what we’re consuming. As 
Christ-followers, it’s important to 
remember that we’re to take care of 
the Earth, even while we utilize the 
resources we are blessed with. That 
includes all forms of energy, provided 
for life and moving God’s creation 
forward in ways that bless others.

that may lead to legal issues. 
One Dutch airline, KLM, is 

feeling the e� ects of alleged 
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Activists demonstrate in  
Frankfurt, Germany, 

against “greenwashing” 
of nuclear energy and 
natural gas by the EU.
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Winning an Olympic medal is one 
of the greatest feats elite 

athletes strive for. For those that don’t 
achieve the honor, it’s heartbreak-

ing. For the few who reach and 
then lose their awards, it’s even 

worse. Native American Jim 
Thorpe knew that heart-

break. Two gold medals 
were stripped from 

him. Today, the man 
considered by many 
as the greatest 
all-around athlete 
ever has been 

reinstated as the 
winner of both events. 

A lot can change in 
110 years. Take Olympic 

rules for amateur athletes, 
for example. In 1912, 

professional athletes weren’t 
allowed to compete in the 

Olympics. Months after winning 
the pentathlon (fi ve-event competi-
tion) and decathlon (10-event 
competition), it was discovered that 
Jim Thorpe had been paid to play 
two seasons of minor league 
baseball. That’s all it took to qualify 
him as a “professional.” It’s also all it 
took to disqualify him from Olympic 
competition. In 1913, his two gold 

medals were stripped.
Thorpe’s loss elevated Sweden’s 

Hugo Wieslander to decathlon winner 
and Norway’s Ferdinand Bie to 
pentathlon gold—for almost a century.

In 1982—29 years after Thorpe’s 
death—the International Olympic 
Counsel (IOC) gave duplicate gold 
medals to Thorpe’s family. But his 
Olympic records were not reinstated. 

Then in 1988, IOC rules changed. The 
committee opened the door for 
athletes with professional histories to 
compete at the Games.

Two years ago, the Bright Path 
Strong petition began. It advocated 
declaring Thorpe the outright winner 
of the 1912 events.

Thorpe’s Native American name, 
Wa-Tho-Huk, means “Bright Path.” 
The organization enlisted the help of 
IOC member Anita DeFrantz. They 
contacted the Swedish Olympic 
Committee and Hugo Wieslander’s 
family.

“They confi rmed that Wieslander 
himself had never accepted the 
Olympic gold medal allocated to him, 
and had always been of the opinion 
that Jim Thorpe was the sole legiti-
mate Olympic gold medalist,” the IOC 
says. It added that the Swedish 
Olympic Committee agreed.

“The same declaration was 
received from the Norwegian 
Olympic and Paralympic Committee 
and Confederation of Sports,” the IOC 
continues, referring to Bie’s perfor-
mance. And that prompted a change: 
reinstatement.

Bie now will be listed as the 
pentathlon silver medalist, and 
Wieslander as silver in the decathlon.

“We are so grateful this nearly 
110-year-old injustice has fi nally been 
corrected, and there is no confusion 
about the most remarkable athlete in 
history,” says Nedra Darling, Bright 
Path Strong’s co-founder.

The IOC announced the reversal 
on the 110th anniversary of Thorpe’s 
decathlon victory. World Athletics, 
the governing body of track and fi eld, 
has also agreed to amend its records, 
the IOC says.

Winning an Olympic medal is one 
of the greatest feats elite 

athletes strive for. For those that don’t 
achieve the honor, it’s heartbreak-

ing. For the few who reach and 
then lose their awards, it’s even 

worse. Native American Jim 
Thorpe knew that heart-

break. Two gold medals 

110 years. Take Olympic 
rules for amateur athletes, 

for example. In 1912, 
professional athletes weren’t 

allowed to compete in the 
Olympics. Months after winning 

the pentathlon (fi ve-event competi-
tion) and decathlon (10-event 
competition), it was discovered that 
Jim Thorpe had been paid to play 
two seasons of minor league 
baseball. That’s all it took to qualify 
him as a “professional.” It’s also all it 
took to disqualify him from Olympic 
competition. In 1913, his two gold 

medals were stripped.
Thorpe’s loss elevated Sweden’s 

Hugo Wieslander to decathlon winner 
and Norway’s Ferdinand Bie to 
pentathlon gold—for almost a century.

In 1982—29 years after Thorpe’s 
death—the International Olympic 
Counsel (IOC) gave duplicate gold 
medals to Thorpe’s family. But his 
Olympic records were not reinstated. 
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A gold 
medal from 
the 1912 
Summer 
Olympics

Jim 
Thorpe 
at the 
1912 

Summer 
Olympics
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It’s important to 
recognize the achievements 

and God-given abilities of others, 
and to remember an optimistic 

and grace-� lled approach to 
managing disagreements.
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When Antonio McGowan walked 
out of the Mississippi State 

Penitentiary, he needed stable work, a 
paycheck, and busyness. But who hires 
ex-prisoners? Turns out, a wide-
spread U.S. labor shortage is helping 
McGowan and others like him.

After 17 years in prison, McGowan 
had learned the importance of a 
routine. However, after his release, he 
became trapped in a cycle of tempo-
rary jobs and odd hours. He trimmed 
grass one week and painted houses 
the next. He couldn’t land anything 
full time, and irregular income proved 
challenging. Utility disconnection 
notices and unpaid bills piled up.

“Things weren’t in place,” he says. 
“It was a struggle.”

After several years adrift, Mc-
Gowan fi nally regained his footing. 
He received help from the Hinds 
County Reentry Program, a workforce 
training service for former inmates.

Reentry programs are one way 
U.S. employers are trying to fi ll 
millions of open jobs amid a national 
labor shortage.

In better economic times, many 
former prisoners faced steep obsta-
cles to fi nding work. The shortage 
sparked by the COVID-19 pandemic 
presents them with opportunities, 
says Eric Beamon. He’s a recruiter for 
MagCor, a company that provides 
training to people in Mississippi 
correctional facilities.

“We think the pandemic, 
in a sense, was a big 

help,” Beamon says. 
“Employers are 

begging for 
employees.”

Programs like Hinds County 
Reentry and MagCor help make 
former inmates more desirable as 
candidates by properly training them.

Some studies show that stable jobs 
are a major factor in reducing 
reo� ending. Still, not everyone is 
willing to hire an ex-convict.

But employers’ current situations 
could help spur change. In a 2021 
survey, 53% of employers said they 
would be willing to hire people with 
criminal records—up from 37% in 
2018.

McGowan now works in air 
conditioning and heating repair with 
Upchurch Services. That company 

allows workers 
to take classes 
in repair 
services while 
gaining experience 
in the fi eld. He loves the work.

“Summer, winter, spring, or fall, 
you’ll need either heat or air condi-
tioning,” he says. “It can keep me in 
the working class, so I don’t fall back 
into the things I used to do.”

McGowan calls his current work 
more than just a job.

“It’s the look on someone’s face,” 
he says. “I spent so many years 
hurting people. So I know the look 
people have when they feel hurt. To 
see the reverse of that, it’s enough to 
make me happy.”

Remember the words of the Lord 
Jesus, how He Himself said, “It is 
more blessed to give than to receive.” 
— Acts 20:35

“We think the pandemic, 
in a sense, was a big 

help,” Beamon says. 
“Employers are 

begging for 
employees.”
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WHY? Every human is a 
sinner worthy of death. 

Yet Jesus commands Christians to 
love, forgive, and be kind—even to 

those who might seem undeserving.

Antonio 
McGowan

Eric 
Beamon at 

the Reentry 
Job Fair in 
Jackson, 

Mississippi

The 
practice of 

employing people 
with a criminal 

record is known as 
“second-chance 

hiring.”
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You’ve probably heard the phrase 
“Necessity is the mother of 

invention.” Twin sisters in warn-torn 
Yemen may attest to that proverb’s 
truth. With war often comes poverty. 
With chaos, job opportunities are 
limited. But human needs continue. 
So these creative siblings started 
their own food production businesses. 
Both women graduated from the 
college of agriculture at the univer-
sity in Sanaa, where they live. One 
operates on the rooftop of the family 
home. The other makes cheese and 
yogurt and processes milk in the 
family kitchen.

“This project started as a hobby,” 
says Lujain al-Wazir. “But then I 
started thinking, why don’t I turn this 
into an economic venture? At the 
same time, this will allow me to 
become self-su�  cient.”

Lujain loves animals. She built 
metal pens on the family’s rooftop. 
She started out with a few chickens 
and fi ve goats, but the operation 
has grown.

“I was able to make a profi t out of 
it, especially by selling goat milk and 
local eggs, which are really in 
demand,” she says. Lujain now has 
turkeys and even sheep. 

Jawa was inspired by Lujain’s 
home enterprise. Jawa buys milk 
locally. She turns it into cheese, 
yogurt, and labneh—a thick, tart, 
spreadable dairy product that’s made 
by removing yogurt’s whey. Together, 
the twin sisters’ combined e� orts 
work well.

“I studied in the Livestock 
Products Department, and [Jawa] 
studied Food Products and Nutrition. 
These two specialties are very 
complementary,” says Lujain.

Jawa agrees. She anticipates that 
buying milk for her business will only 
become more di�  cult. Having access 
to additional supply through her 
twin’s on-site livestock is a bu� er 
against hard times—especially with 
the recent rise in fuel costs that a� ect 
delivery. Both are thinking about 
their jobs in relation to their futures.

“Many people [in Yemen] go to 
school, graduate, and end up unem-
ployed. . . . I decided to start my own 
project so that I won’t have to look for 
a job,” Lujain says.

The sisters sell their products in 
local supermarkets and promote their 
businesses on social media. They 
dream of expanding their product 
line and selling in more supermarkets 
in Yemen, and maybe even through-
out the region.

Food production is a critical 
humanitarian occupation. Disruption 
to global wheat supplies due to the 
war in Ukraine and a wheat export 
ban by India risk deepening Yemen’s 
existing hunger crisis and pushing up 
food prices. About fi ve million people 
in Yemen currently live in near- 
famine conditions. That number is 
expected to rise to seven million by 
the end of 2022.

Why do you spend your money 
for that which is not bread, and 
your  labor for that which does not 
satisfy? — Isaiah 55:2

WHY? God equips 
individuals with 

interests, skills, and abilities 
to do good for others and to 
provide for their own needs. 
Sometimes all it takes to get 
started is a little inspiration.

Jawa holds a 
plate of dairy 

products 
she made.

Lujain stands on the rooftop of her family 
home with the livestock she raises.

satisfy? — Isaiah 55:2
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Gabriele Giacosa is burrowing into 
an ancient city full of artifacts and 

history. His location? The Nineveh of 
the Bible, the place God sent the 
reluctant prophet Jonah to preach and 
where people repented of their 
wickedness and turned to God. Nineveh 
still exists. But one must dig for it.

Nineveh was an ancient Assyrian 
city in Upper Mesopotamia. The city’s 
ruins lie along the Tigris River across 
from the modern city of Mosul in 
northern Iraq.

Nineveh was the largest city in the 
world for several decades and the 
capital of the Assyrian Empire. Today, 
the entire eastern part of Mosul is 
 commonly called by the biblical name.

Archaeologists 
have excavated many 
parts of Nineveh. Two 
large mound-ruins 
have yielded a wealth 
of Assyrian artifacts.

Antiquities and 
Heritage Inspector 
Omar Hamdoun 
mentions � nding 
“around 50 clay � gures 
in addition to antiqui-

ties of stamps and cuneiform tablets. 
We also discovered the water canals 
that carry water to ancient Nineveh 
from the eastern side.”

Archaeology professor Nicolò 
Marchetti was part of a joint Iraqi- 
Italian excavation project begun in 
2019. The project is a cooperation 
between the University of Bologna and 
Iraq’s State Board of Antiquities and 
Heritage. The team works not only to 
protect the Nineveh site but also on 
repairing some of the damage done by 
the Islamic State to the ancient 
structures.

Today, historians and scientists 
want to make repairs and prevent 
further damage.

Archaeologist Giacosa is a 
 researcher at the University of 
Bologna. He’s part of the team 
excavating Nineveh. For years, 
people believed this dusty, clay patch 
of desert contained mainly gardens 
and orchards. But recent excavation 
shows otherwise. “This area was 
very tightly packed with buildings, 
connected by small roads, large 
roads, streets,” Giacosa says. “So 
this part of Nineveh was very heavily 
occupied by structures like houses 
and workshops.”

The project’s success requires 
that Iraqi locals understand that 
Nineveh’s ruins can generate income. 
Tourists from around the world will 
pay to visit the site. Mosul residents 
will likely bene� t from the revenue.

Local authorities plan to build a 
green area next to the site to attract 
tourists. They will place a tourist 
center in the middle. Marchetti says 
the center won’t be made of concrete. 
“It will be a traditional mud brick 
building.” That choice is “respectful 
of the environment, of the archaeo-
logical area,” he says. “Tourists can 
� nd rest, information.”
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While the faithful don’t 
need material proof to 

believe God’s word is true, 
a study of archaeology is still 
fascinating as it reveals God’s 

� ngerprints in the historical record.

WHY?

Cuneiform 
script was 
found.

An aerial view of the excavation shows 
Ninevah was packed with structures.

Iraq

Nineveh 
is located 
in modern 
day Mosul.

Jordan Saudi Arabia

Israel
Palestine Lod

Lebanon

Cyprus

Turkey

Egypt

Syria

Mediterranean Se
a

Iran

WHY?
techniques to uncover and 
preserve artifacts like these 
mosaics. Those artifacts 
help us understand more 
about the past.
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Floors usually stay in one place. 
Not this one! To be fair, these 

mosaics stayed put for hundreds of 
years before traveling the world. And 
now they’re home for good.

The set of Roman mosaics 
probably adorned a rich person’s 
house in the third or fourth century. 
The tiled images that made up this 
fl oor were discovered in Lod, 
Israel, in 1996. That city is also 
called Lydda. (In Acts 9:32-35, you 
can read about Peter healing a man 
there.) Around A.D. 200, Lod became 
a Roman colony called Diospolis. 

What’s so special about this fl oor? 
It’s one of the largest and best-pre-
served mosaics found in Israel. The 
collection stretches 56 feet by 30 feet 
(about the size of half a tennis court). 
It features sailing ships and a menag-
erie of animals. Some of the creatures 
are ordinary, like fi sh and birds. 
Others are beasts that would have 
been exotic to ancient residents of 
Lod, including an African elephant, a 
rhinoceros, and a gira� e!

When the artworks were discov-
ered, there wasn’t enough money to 
fi nish digging them up. So archaeolo-
gists covered the mosaics back up 
with dirt to keep them protected from 
weather and damage. 

By 2009, o�  cials had decided to 
build a museum on the site. That 
meant fi nishing the job of excavating 
the mosaic.

Workers cleaned the tesserae
(tiles) carefully. Roman mosaic tiles 

were made of stone, glass, or ceramic. 
The team took photos to document 
the mosaic. Then they glued fabric 
to the mosaic to keep the tesserae 
in place. 

The workers had to divide the 
mosaic into smaller pieces to remove 
it from the ground. They carefully 

levered pieces up from the 
foundation with crowbars. 
The team found a few extra 
discoveries: lines and paint 
used as a guide to place the 
tesserae, and hand and foot 
prints from the craftsmen 
who created the mosaic.

The pieces were trans-
ported on wooden platforms 
to a laboratory. There, 
conservators restored the 

mosaics. They cleaned 
the tiles again and 

added new grout.
For more than 

a decade, Israeli 

authorities raised money for a 
museum. The mosaics were sent 
around the world. People viewed 
them at 1 New York’s Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, 2 the Louvre 
Museum in Paris, France, and  3 The 
Hermitage in St. Petersburg, Russia.

The mosaics’ new home is at the 
 4 Shelby White and Leon Levy 
Mosaic Lod Archaeological Center. 
The museum is designed to recreate 
an ancient Roman villa like the one 
that housed this fl oor. Visitors from 
all over the world will come to Lod 
to see the 
mosaics.

Find 
Lod on 

the map 
on page 12.
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An aerial view of the excavation shows 
Ninevah was packed with structures.

1
 2

 3

 4

Museum 
workers 

clean the 
mosaic.

WHY? People have 
developed 

techniques to uncover and 
preserve artifacts like these 
mosaics. Those artifacts 
help us understand more 
about the past.

The 
� oor 

features 
ships and 
animals.
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Surrounded by gardens and water, 
houseboats in Cairo, Egypt, occupy 

prime waterfront real estate. But a 
push to remove the � oating homes has 
dwindled their numbers from several 
dozen to a handful. Residents mourn 
the loss of not only their homes but 
also their way of life.

Houseboats have been a Cairo 
tradition since the 1800s. O� ering 
desert residents up close views of the 
Nile River, the charming vessels 
appeared in several classic � lms and 
books.

Now Cairo’s government wants to 
remove or renovate the � oating 
homes, allowing development of the 
waterfront for pro� t. And while it’s 
true the Christian’s “citizenship is in 
heaven,” (Philippians 3:20) on Earth, 
there’s no place like home.

Located on a stretch of the river in 
the working-class neighborhoods of 
Imbaba and Kit-Kat, the houseboats 
sat opposite an upscale residential 
island. Eviction notices came after 
years of government pressure in the 
form of increasingly expensive 
mooring licenses.

Critics say removing the house-
boats is just one of several poor 
decisions by the government of Abdel 
Fattah el-Sissi.

According to government o�  cial 
Ayman Anwar, “A presidential directive 
was issued in 2020 prohibiting all 
residential houseboats on the Nile.” 
Today, most dwellings have been 
dismantled by their owners or moved 
by the government.

“The point is that they really, really 
don’t seem to understand that there is 
value . . . in history,” says Ahdaf Soueif, 
a prize-winning Egyptian novelist.

Soueif had planned to spend the 
rest of her life on a houseboat she 
renovated 10 years ago. In July, her 
family watched it � oat away.

Soueif and other residents stopped 
paying ever-rising government fees. 
They sued to � ght the increases and 
lost. Now Soueif’s family must pay 
roughly $48,000 in back fees.

New development isn’t easy in a 
city with such a 

layered history. But Soueif says 
sacri� cing the past won’t bene� t Cairo. 
“When you’re trying to turn Egypt into 
Dubai, you actually devalue it,” she 
says, referring to one of the Middle 
East’s most modern capitals. “You are 
just destroying your assets.”

Ikhlas Helmy, an 88-year-old 
houseboat owner, says she cannot 
imagine life elsewhere. She was born 
on a houseboat. She’s tried to get a 
new license for her home, but o�  cials 
wouldn’t renew it.

Helmy called on the government to 
let her live in the boat until her death. 
Her plea reached the president.

El-Sissi claims he appreciates 
Helmy’s situation but says, “We are 
bringing order back to the country.”

To which Helmy answers, “You’re 
going to take my entire life away to 
build a café?”
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The houseboat 
belonging to 
Ikhlas Helmy 
and others 
stand moored 
on the River 
Nile.

Ikhlas 
Helmy 
stands to 
be evicted.

WHY? Although 
earthly 

homes are important, God 
puts in the human heart 
a longing for an eternal 
home—and for believers, 
He also provides it.
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The villages along Spain’s Camino 
de Santiago have protected 

travelers for hundreds of years. Now 
travelers are saving the villages.

Today, the village of Terradillos 
de los Templarios (say that five times 
fast!) houses only 50 people. But in 
summer, it will hold twice as many 
travelers. Other nearby villages look 
like ghost towns. Houses have caved 
in. Waist-high grass sprouts from 
cracks in sidewalks.

But Terradillos de los Templarios 
and the other villages along the 
historic road boast busy streets, 
bustling restaurants, and full hotels. 

Why haven’t these towns disap-
peared like the rest? It all comes 
down to pilgrims.

When you hear the term “pilgrim,” 
you might think of belt-buckle hats, 
white collars, and Thanksgiving 
dinner. But a “pilgrim” can be anyone 
taking a religious journey. 

In medieval times, many pilgrims 
walked long roads to visit historical 
Christian sites. One of those sites was 
the traditional site of the tomb of the 
Apostle James in Santiago de Compes-
tela. And how did pilgrims get there? 
They walked 500 miles across Spain 
on the Camino de Santiago.

All those pilgrims needed places 
to stay. Villages like Terradillos de los 
Templarios popped up to shelter them 
on their travels. (A whole order of 
knights existed just to protect the 
travelers!)

As time went on, the towns 
shrank. Many of the villagers made a 
living by farming, but mechanized 
farm equipment reduced the need for 
workers. Young people left the 
villages to find work elsewhere. 
Cafés and shops closed down. Even 
churches shut their doors.

But in the 1990s, the travelers 
returned. The Camino de Santiago 
became an international destination. 
Now tens of thousands of visitors 
arrive to hike and bike the ancient 
trail. Some still visit for religious 
reasons. Other just want to travel the 
historic path.

César Acero started a hostel and 
a restaurant in 1990. His neighbors 
called him crazy. Who would start a 

business in a town that’s disappear-
ing? Today, local farmers sip coffee 
in his restaurant alongside tourists 
from the Netherlands.

As a nation, Spain has grown 
more secular over time. Fewer and 
fewer Spanish people believe in 
God. But along the Camino de 
Santiago, churches are growing. 
Some of those churches have stood 
since medieval times. Others are 
newer. Visiting pilgrims double 
their Sunday congregations.

In the Bible, God instructed His 
people to care for sojourners. Villages 
like Terradillos de los Templarios did 
just that for hundreds of years. Today, 
the sojourners are bringing life back 
to those faithful towns.
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WHY? God calls us 
to help others,  

even strangers. When people (or 
villages!) follow His instruction, 
they can see His blessing.

Dennis Dowling collected stamps 
in his Saint James’ passport at 
stops along the historic path.
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Becky Lloyd signs o�  her emails with 
a favorite quote. “Religion that God 

our Father accepts as pure and faultless 
is this: to look after orphans and widows 
in their distress and to keep oneself from 
being polluted by the world.” (James 1:27 
NIV) By God’s grace, the ministry she and 
her husband founded seeks to follow these 
verses faithfully. 

Signs for Hope began in 2009 and is based 
in Fairview, North Carolina. It supports 
parents who want to adopt deaf children, 
connects families with fi nancial resources, 
and provides parenting training. It also 
o� ers “Heart Adoption.” People can pay 
a monthly gift to support deaf children 
across the globe.

In 2008, Becky was pursuing a 
four-year degree in American Sign 
Language (ASL) studies. On the way to 
class, a Christian radio station caught her 
attention. The topic of the day was a summit 
supporting orphans. Lloyd sensed God 
 speaking to her: “I want you to coordinate the 
adoption of deaf orphans in the world.” 

When she learned 98% of deaf people do not know 
Jesus, Lloyd recognized the urgency for outreach 
even more.  

Through family friends, Lloyd met a couple who had 
adopted two deaf children from China. The mom was 
involved in Deaf Education. The dad and their three 
hearing children were all learning sign language. Becky 
loved watching the whole family interact in sign.  

In America, only one in 10 parents of deaf children 
learns sign language. That means deaf children are often 
left out of daily conversations. This causes daily su� ering 
and alienation. Signs for Hope o� ers in-home ASL and 
Deaf Culture training for local hearing adopting families. 

God also led Lloyd to Dr. Karyn Purvis, a Christian 
psychologist and the creator of Trust-Based Relational 

Intervention (TBRI). TBRI is a model for caretaking 
and parenting that emphasizes providing love 

and safety to children who have been 
through trauma. Orphans often su� er 

abuse and neglect. They need patient, 
stable relationships. All parents can 

benefi t from the TBRI training 
Signs for Hope o� ers.  

Becky notes, “When families are prepared and 
equipped to raise children in an environment based on 
trust and respect, fi lled with God’s grace, su� ering will be 
less. The love relationship that grows will become the 
motivator for obedience. This breeds fertile ground for a 
grace-based relationship to develop with our God instead 
of one based on keeping the law.” 

God is our adopting Father, who loves us not for what 
we do, but because of who He is.

For more on e� orts to integrate those with hearing loss 
more fully into all the activity of the hearing community, 
see Captions, Captions, Everywhere on page 23.

Becky Lloyd 
with deaf 
children in 
Liberia (top and 
left) and Vietnam 
(bottom right)

psychologist and the creator of Trust-Based Relational 
Intervention (TBRI). TBRI is a model for caretaking 

and parenting that emphasizes providing love 
and safety to children who have been 

through trauma. Orphans often su� er 
abuse and neglect. They need patient, 

stable relationships. All parents can 
benefi t from the TBRI training 

Signs for Hope o� ers.  
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WHY? God cares for the marginalized, including 
the deaf and orphans. Consider visiting a 

local church for the deaf. There is much to learn from 
and share with individuals in the Deaf culture.
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WHY? One of God’s 
Hebrew 

names is El Roi. It means 
“the God who sees.” As the 
omniscient, omnipresent 
Maker, He sees and loves 
each who bears His image.

Luakam Anambé never owned a doll. So when her 
granddaughter arrived, she wanted one particular gift 

for the newborn—a doll that looked like her. When she 
couldn’t fi nd one, a business idea was born.

Indigenous (native) dolls represent a number of groups in 
Latin America. But in Brazil, home to nearly 900,000 people 
identifying as Indigenous, they remain mostly absent.

The Indigenous Anambé people live in Brazil’s Amazon 
rainforest.

“Before, only white dolls existed. Then came the black 
ones, but Indigenous ones didn’t appear,” says Anambé, 
wearing a beaded necklace and a headdress of delicate 
orange feathers.

Anambé decided to make one. She crafted a doll with 
brown skin and gave it long, dark hair and the face and body 
paint used by her people.

Since 2013, Anambé has sold more than 5,000 dolls at 
local fairs and through social media. Her growing business 
in Rio de Janeiro is a world removed from the Amazonian 
state of Para, where her life began.

She was one of 15 children. Anambé’s parents sent her 
and two sisters to live and work at a plantation. At seven 
years old, she looked after the plantation owner’s toddler. 
She remembers being rebuked after asking the owner’s wife 
for a doll: She should work, not play, Anambé recalls being 
told. She never received any pay.

“We’re fi ghters, in a fi ght to survive,” she says, referring 
to Indigenous people who regularly face peril from Amazon 
land grabbers, loggers, ranchers, and miners. Before 
colonization (the act of taking over government of a place 
by outsiders), “there were millions of Indigenous people in 
Brazil. Today, there are far fewer.”

Anambé worked for years as a cleaning lady in Para 
state’s capital. Eventually, she landed a sewing job in Rio 
and sent for her daughter, by then in her twenties. Soon she 
began making dolls.

Anambé and her daughter, Atyna Porã, now produce 
dolls for a growing clientele. “When Indigenous women see 
the dolls, they sometimes cry,” Anambé says. “They feel 
represented.”

The mother-daughter team makes dolls bearing the 
paint patterns of fi ve other Indigenous groups. Each is 
handsewn, dressed in traditional clothes, and carefully 
painted with a sharpened tree branch, following Indigenous 
custom.

Anambé named her company after Porã’s daughter, 
Anaty. In addition, a nonprofi t begun by Anambé provides 
seamstress training to other women—helping them provide 
for themselves fi nancially.

The mother-daughter dollmakers see their dolls helping 
to break down prejudice against Indigenous women.

“It’s like a mirror,” Porã says. “Through the doll, we see 
ourselves.”

Luakam 
Anambé 
with two 
of her dolls

Atyna Porã and her 
mother (left) at their 
sewing workshop

Rio de 
Janeiro

BR A Z I L

Each doll is hand 
painted.
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I vhaant to suck your blooooood!
We know “vampires” in stories 

drink blood because we’ve heard about 
it from Dracula. We also (of course) 
know that vampires aren’t real—at 
least, not the fanged, garlic-hating, 
nocturnal monster version, right?

But vampire bats, native to Mexico 
and Central and South America, are 
totally genuine little mammals, created 
by God. They measure about three 
inches long with a seven-inch wing-
span. And yes, they actually drink 
blood. (Although rather than sucking it, 
they actually bite a little slit into an 
animal’s hide and lap it up.) When 
feeding time arrives, these bats search 
for horses, cows, pigs, or birds. They 
will bite humans, too, but very rarely. 

Most mammals couldn’t survive on 
such a liquid diet. Blood is rich in iron 
and protein but has minimal fats or 

carbohydrates. How do vampire bats 
do it?

Scientists � nally know. 
Researchers compared bats’ 

genomes, the “blueprint” designs 
possessed by every organism with 
more than one cell. The scientists 
studied vampire bat genomes along-
side the genomes of 26 other bat 
species—and vampire bats came up 
short. Thirteen of their genes are 
missing or no longer work.

Over the years, those gene tweaks 
helped them adapt to an all-blood diet. 

Here’s another vampire bat 
attribute: They help each other � nd 
food. They seem to know by instinct 
what the writer of Ecclesiastes knew: 
“Two are better than one, because 
they have a good reward for their toil. 
For if they fall, one will lift up his 
fellow.” (4:9-10) Ultra-light vampire 
bats can double their weight in 
just one feeding. They will die 
if they don’t eat for just two 
nights. But in a pinch, well-fed 

vampires will regurgitate 
their food to share with a 

starving neighbor. 
“Blood is a terrible 

food source,” says 
Hannah Kim Frank, 
a bat researcher at 

Tulane University. “It’s totally bizarre 
and amazing that vampire bats can 
survive on blood. They are really weird, 
even among bats.” 

You can decide whether you’d call 
blood-lapping vampire bats cute or 
horrifying, but no one can deny they’re 
useful. To help them drink blood, 
vampire bats carry a particular 
chemical in their saliva that keeps 
blood from clotting. People need blood 
to clot so wounds can heal, but too 
much clotting can keep oxygen from 
getting to the heart, lungs, or brain, 
resulting in a life-threatening stroke or 
heart attack. Scientists studied the 
saliva chemical. They used it to make 
medicine for people with blood clots. 
See God’s good provision—even 
through the vampire bat!
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WHY? Vampire bats show us God’s 
wisdom because they help one 

another. They show us His provision because 
they bene� t people who have blood clots.

carbohydrates. How do vampire bats 
do it?

MUD ROOM

A vampire 
bat drinks 

bovine blood.
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It’s the last Ice Age. Huge limestone caves collapse and 
flood with ocean water as sea levels rise. The caves 

transform into blue holes. Fast forward to today. At the 
very bottom of these undersea sapphire caverns lie layers 
of sand that show a record of hurricane activity. Like rings 
of a tree can be counted to calculate a tree’s age, strata of 
silt can be numbered to identify storms. 

It wasn’t easy to discover these ocean floor archives. 
Take a boat to the largest marine 
sinkhole, the Great Blue Hole off Belize. 
It’s about 1,000 feet wide. You can scuba 
dive easily until about 290 feet; you’ll see 
the usual sharks, corals, and turtles. But 
below that, it’s safest to explore in a 
submarine if you want to survive.

There’s no oxygen beneath that point. 
A thick, toxic layer of hydrogen sulfide 
lies like a blanket over the width of the 
hole. It’s the most dangerous kind of 
dead zone (see page 21); animals and 
plants that have fallen into the hole have 
used up all the oxygen decomposing. 
Almost nothing can survive. But this 
means that no creatures disturb the 
sandy storm record.  

While natural currents fling small 
grains of sand into blue holes, raging 
hurricanes throw larger grains. A 
discerning eye can spot different tex-

tures and layers. These natural records show that violent 
storms used to be a lot more common than they are now.  

How do we know blue holes were once dry caves? At 
the bottom of the Great Blue Hole are stalactites, which 
are fingerlike projections that form when water drips 
down stone. Mineral deposits build up over time. Some 
stalactites in the Great Blue Hole are 40 feet long and two 
feet in diameter. 

Most of the world’s blue holes are in 
the Bahamas. Hines Hole is halfway 
between Cuba and the Florida Keys. Far 
from land, this blue hole preserves 
evidence of storms that have blown in 
from multiple directions. It has almost 
200 feet of accumulated silt and can tell 
the stories of more than 2,000 years of 
hurricane history. 

Low levels of light and oxygen at the 
base of blue holes also mean less decay to 
fossils. Shells of long-extinct land 
tortoises, the remains of freshwater 
crocodiles thought to live only in Cuba, 
and bones of the ancient Lucayan people 
have been discovered.  

Nancy Albury, project coordinator for 
the Bahamas’ national museum, says, 
“It’s not buried gold but it’s really a 
treasure. It’s telling us an amazing 
story.”A
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WHY? God uses 
blue holes to 

provide us with a history 
of caves, storms, weather 
patterns, and animal life.

Scuba divers explore the Great Blue Hole.

The Great Blue Hole off the coast of Belize
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Think most giant plant. Are you imagining a towering 
California redwood? Think again.

The biggest plant in the world is a Poseidon’s ribbon 
weed. It’s not tall; it’s wide! This seagrass spreads over 111 
miles. The vast underwater weed grows o�  the coast of 
western Australia in Shark Bay, which has more seagrass 
than any place in the world.

Researchers took samples from 10 seagrass meadows in 
Shark Bay. They wanted to discover which kinds are the 
heartiest. Scientists were stunned to fi nd the samples all 
have the same genetic code. They come from one plant that 
made copies of itself. The original plant is believed to be 
4,500 years old.

For size perspective, there are some cloned seagrass 
meadows o�  the east coast of the United States that sprawl 
for about 30 miles. This patch of Poseidon’s ribbon weed is 
more than three times larger!

“It’s the largest known example of a clone in any 
environment on Earth,” says biologist Elizabeth Sinclair. 

The title for biggest plant used to belong to a grove of 
quaking aspen trees called Pando in Utah. Pando is Latin 
for “I spread out.” The trees did just that: One starter tree 
sent out shoots sideways under the soil. The shoots made 
sprouts that popped through the ground and became over 

47,000 more trees. What looks like a forest is a single 
organism!

Poseidon’s ribbon weed functions the same way. One 
plant made a clone of itself by sending out an underground 
shoot. These shoots are called rhizomes. They store 
starches, proteins, and other nutrients. New sprouts come 
from rhizomes and use the nutrients to grow.  

In recent years, heat waves have killed or damaged 
seagrass meadows. But ribbon weed is particularly resilient. 

Usually the more genetically diverse a plant is, the 
better it fi ghts disease and adapts to change. Plants that 
clone themselves are often at risk. Ribbon weed seems to 
be a hybrid of two original seagrass species. While most 
plants receive half of each parent plant’s genetic informa-
tion, Poseidon seagrass contains 100% of each original 
parent’s genetic code. 

“So it has a lot of genetic diversity in it, which is why it 
has been able to persist as long as it has,” Sinclair says. “It’s 
blown a lot of people away, including people in our re-
search team.”

Seagrass provides a habitat for many small creatures. It 
also fi lters and cleans the ocean. Environmentalists hope 
to plant more ribbon grass in areas where extreme heat has 
caused damage.
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WHY? God astounds 
us with the 

brilliant ways He designs 
plants to survive. Scientists 
can learn from the strongest 
plants and strategize how 
to restore struggling 
habitats.

Poseidon’s ribbon weed 
produces rhizomes. 
Other rhizome- 
producers include 
ginger, mint, and 
turmeric—which may be 
in your spice cabinet. 
Lilies, irises, and 
bamboo in the garden 
spread with rhizomes 
too. Banana and 
asparagus are edible 
results of rhizomes!
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Each year, a “dead zone” forms in 
the Gulf of Mexico. Despite 

e� orts to reduce it, the algae-choked 
area isn’t shrinking much. A solution 
will require a variety of methods—
and participation from U.S. farmers.

Ocean dead zones contain little to 
no oxygen. Crabs, fi sh, oysters, 
shrimp, and other aquatic life forms 
cannot breathe there. Low-oxygen 
zones sometimes occur naturally, and 
God made several life forms (at least 
one clam and some fi sh!) to thrive in 
them. But for most wildlife, dead 
zones spell big trouble.

Chemical pollution—mainly from 
nitrogen and phosphorous—creates 
dead zones. Runo�  from fertilizers, 
septic systems, water treatment 
plants, even air pollution, eventually 
ends up in the ocean.

High chemical levels can cause 
algae to over-bloom. Eventually, algae 
die and sink. On the ocean fl oor, they 
use up oxygen as they decay. Some 
animals can swim away; those 
attached to the bottom cannot.

Floating algae can block sunlight 
from parts of the ocean. Lack of 
sunlight kills seagrasses and removes 
vital food and shelter from ocean 

animals that depend 
on them.

In the Gulf of Mexico, 
chemical runo�  comes primarily 
from the Mississippi River. Since 41% 
of the continental United States’ 
smaller waterways drain into that 
major river artery, Gulf chemicals 
levels can be extremely high.

This year, National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
scientists forecast that the Gulf of 
Mexico dead zone will encompass 
about 5,364 square miles. That’s a bit 
lower than the fi ve-year average and 
about 15% smaller than last year.

In 2001, a task force set a long-
term goal of reducing the dead zone 
to 1,900 square miles. So NOAA 
experts say this year’s decrease, while 
an improvement, isn’t enough.

Dead zone problems are not 
unique to the United States, and they 
are on the rise.

In 1999, researchers knew of only 
61 hypoxic (low oxygen) areas world-
wide. Now that number “totals 
over 500,” say scientists Nancy 
Rabalais and Eugene Turner.

Many farmers have an interest 
in limiting chemical leaching 

since it not only improves 
their land but also benefi ts the 
environment. (Read Fertilizer 
Training: Follow the Water at 
teen.wng.org/node/2688.)

No one approach will resolve dead 
zones. Solutions could include 
changing crop rotations or adjusting 
how and when farmers apply fertil-
izer. It might also include trapping 
nitrogen with drainage systems or 
bu� ers before it can spill into the 
waterways.

Scientist Dan Jaynes has re-
searched soil and farming practices. 
He predicts that reducing the impact 
of farming on water quality and dead 
zones is possible—“but only if every 
farmer participates.”
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WHY? God gave humans 
the responsibility 

of caring for creation. Managing 
waste disposal well is one way to 
honor Him and preserve His good 
gifts of land, sea, sky, and life.

The Gulf of Mexico dead zone is the second 
largest ocean dead zone in the world. The 
largest dead zone is in the Arabian Sea. It 
measured 63,700 square miles in 2019. 

animals that depend 

In the Gulf of Mexico, 
chemical runo�  comes primarily 
from the Mississippi River. Since 41% 

The Gulf of Mexico dead zone is the second 

Many rivers feed into the Mississippi 
River. They all � ow to the Gulf of Mexico.

New Orleans

The Mississippi River 
starts in Minnesota.
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If you look at the right time, you might 
see the International Space Station 

(ISS) shoot across the evening sky. It 
looks like a very bright star, and it is 
usually visible for four to seven 
minutes each time it passes over from 
horizon to horizon. That shiny dot 
carries a rotating crew of astronauts 
from 10 di� erent countries. It stands as 
a symbol of international cooperation 
and peace.

Soon you might see a second such 
dot in orbit. China has decided to build 
its own space station.

Why build a brand-new station? 
Why not send Chinese astronauts to 
the ISS, as other nations do?

Simply put: China isn’t invited.
China sent its � rst astronaut to 

space in 2003. It was the third country 
to reach space, after the United States 
and Russia. The nation even put rovers 
on the Moon and Mars. 

So the problem isn’t China’s 
technical prowess. China’s astronauts 
and scientists have accomplished 
incredible things. The problem is 
China’s government.

China’s space program belongs to 
the nation’s ruling Communist Party. 
Speci� cally, it belongs to the party’s 
military branch, the People’s Libera-
tion Army. Despite its name, the 
People’s Liberation Army doesn’t set 
people free. Far from it.

The communist government and its 
army continue to abuse the Chinese 
people. They have committed genocide 

against Uyghurs (wee-gers), an ethnic 
minority. China has put Uyghurs in 
internment camps, forcing them to 
work and even torturing them.

The nations represented aboard 
the ISS di� er greatly, but they share 
important values. Astronauts from the 
United States, Japan, and Europe may 
speak di� erent languages, but all value 
human life. China’s government has 
made it clear: The Communist Party 
does not share that same respect for 
human life.

In 2011, the United States banned 
China from the ISS. The U.S. Congress 
cited national security concerns.

Instead of owning up to its wrong-
doings, China chose to push forward 

alone. The Chinese Manned Space 
Agency launched Tiangong space 
station. The main living quarters 
arrived in low Earth orbit in April 
2021. Soon, the agency will send a 
three-man crew to oversee the � nal 
stage of construction.

When people sin, they often � nd it 
easier to avoid others than to confess 
and repent. The same goes for nations. 
But without accountability, evil 
abounds.

In 2031, the ISS will o�  cially go out 
of commission. Another international 
station is not planned, though private 
enterprises might send up their own. 
Unless that happens, the Tiangong 
space station will orbit Earth all alone.
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WHY? To work alongside one 
another, nations need 

shared values. When a nation rejects 
those values, it may end up alone.

This core module 
serves as the main 

living quarters.

Not-So-International Space Station

Chinese astronauts aboard the Tiangong space station live-stream lectures for students.
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Roughly 40 million U.S. adults live 
with hearing loss. Most use tools 

to help them navigate the hearing 
world, from hearing aids to cochlear 
implants. Now an ever-growing spate of 
captions services is expanding for those 
with hearing limitations.

The COVID-19 pandemic disrupted 
daily life for everyone. But for many with 
hearing loss, isolation hit harder. Masks 
made others “completely unintelligible to 
me,” says Pat Olken, who wears hearing 
aids. Face coverings not only mu�  e sound. 
They also make reading lips impossible.

Being unable to hear is a bigger problem 
than missed conversations. Research shows 
that untreated hearing loss can increase dementia risk.

Yet hearing devices are pricey. Plus, they don’t snap 
sound into focus the way glasses immediately correct 
vision. Instead, they require the brain to interpret sound in 
a new way. “The solutions out there are clearly not a 
one-size-fi ts-all model,” says Frank Lin, director of a large 
research center focused on hearing loss.

Captions have long been available on modern TVs. But 
now they crop up in videoconferencing apps, streaming 
services, social media videos, movie theaters, and live 
arts venues.

Olken attended her grandson’s bar mitzvah over Zoom 
before the company o� ered captions. Using a caption app 

called Otter, she 
could read along with the 

ceremony’s speakers.
Some services use human reviewers to make sure 

captions are accurate. Others rely on automatic speech 
recognition (ASR). ASR isn’t perfect. It has issues with lags 
and accuracy for the voices of women, people of color, and 
deaf people, says Christian Volger, a specialist in accessible 
technology. Jargon and slang are also stumbling blocks.

Toni Iacolucci says her book club could be draining 
even when she used Otter to transcribe the conversation. 
The captions weren’t always accurate. Plus, they didn’t 
identify individual speakers. That made it hard to keep up.

“It worked a little bit,” says Iacolucci. “It just takes so 
much energy.”

For Chelle Wyatt, the Wi-Fi signal at her doctor’s o�  ce 
was too weak for her transcription app to work. She had to 

ask for a written report afterward.
Musician Richard Einhorn uses 

a transcription service. He’s “aware 
sometimes it’s a hassle for other 
people.” But still, “sometimes you 
say, ‘I’m sorry, I just need to look at 
my captions.’”

Captions benefi t those who hear 
too. Think of second language 
learners and people operating in 
noisy settings. But for folks with 
signifi cant hearing loss, captions 
can be the di� erence between 
isolation and inclusion.

For more on e� orts to integrate 
those with hearing loss more fully 
into the hearing community, see 
Serving the Deaf around the World 
on page 16.

Captions, 

Captions, 

Everywhere
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WHY? Making good communica-
tion possible is a way to 

love one’s neighbor as oneself. God 
places a high value on hearing—but 
even more on doing. (James 1:22)

Chelle Wyatt uses Otter, 
a transcription app.
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The Bible commands Christians to love 
others. Now some churches are putting that 

love into action. Near parking lots and steepled 
sanctuaries, congregations are building every-
thing from fi xed microhomes to moveable cabins 
and other small-footprint dwellings. They’re 
tackling a big problem with a small solution: tiny 
homes for the homeless.

The drive to provide shelter is rooted in 
Christian beliefs. Love shouldn’t be shown 
merely in words, but in actions. (1 John 3:17-18)

“It’s just such an integral part of who we are 
as a people of faith,” says Lisa Fischbeck. She is 
board chair of Pee Wee Homes, an a� ordable 
housing organization building tiny abodes in 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina. She points out that 
tiny homes can fi t nearly anywhere. 

“I just feel so passionately that churches have 
space,” Fischbeck says. “Just consider it. It’s a 
dire need.”

She says one advantage to building on church 
properties is the churches already have electric-
ity, water, and other infrastructure in place.

Three years ago, Chapel Hill’s Episcopal 
Church of the Advocate added three one-bed-
room units on its 15-acre campus. One of the fi rst 
residents, Nathaniel “Pee Wee” Lee, moved in in 
June 2019. Before that, Lee had spent years 
sleeping in alleys, cardboard shelters, and 
cars after medical issues ended his 
masonry career.

“I thank the Lord because 
this is mine and nobody can 
run me out,” he says.

Churches often turn to 
community organizations for 
help with construction, 
operation, and dealing with 
government hurdles.

For example, a Church of 
the Nazarene congregation in 
Minnesota is assembling a tiny house community for 
homeless people with a local nonprofi t.

“We do not have a lot of property,” says Je�  O’Rourke, 
lead pastor of Mosaic Christian Community in St. Paul. 
“We have just strived to use every square inch . . . to be 
hospitable.”

Not everyone welcomes such projects into their 
neighborhoods. In Nashville, Glencli�  United Methodist 
Church’s plans to erect tiny homes prompted backlash 
and a lawsuit by some neighbors. Ultimately, Glencli�  
prevailed. Now several microhomes greet congregants as 
they enter the church driveway.

Meridian Baptist Church in California partnered with 
a local nonprofi t to build sleeping cabins on part of its 
property. Mothers with children can stay for 90 days while 
looking for other options.

“Folks have said to me that six cabins are not going to 
make a di� erence, and I wholeheartedly disagree,” Pastor 

Rolland Slade says. “We’ll make the di� erence for at 
least six women. If they each have a child, that’ll 

be six children.”
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Volunteers install a 
steel door on a cabin 
at Meridian Baptist 
Church—ensuring 
safety and security 
for occupants.

WHY? There are many needs—and 
therefore opportunities—in 

any community. Finding ways to help bear 
another’s burden is part of ful� lling the law 
of Christ. (Galatians 6:2)

“Pee 
Wee” 
Lee

ity, water, and other infrastructure in place.
Three years ago, Chapel Hill’s Episcopal 

Church of the Advocate added three one-bed-
room units on its 15-acre campus. One of the fi rst 
residents, Nathaniel “Pee Wee” Lee, moved in in 
June 2019. Before that, Lee had spent years 
sleeping in alleys, cardboard shelters, and 
cars after medical issues ended his 
masonry career.

Meridian Baptist Church in California partnered with 
a local nonprofi t to build sleeping cabins on part of its 
property. Mothers with children can stay for 90 days while 
looking for other options.

“Folks have said to me that six cabins are not going to 
make a di� erence, and I wholeheartedly disagree,” Pastor 

Rolland Slade says. “We’ll make the di� erence for at 
least six women. If they each have a child, that’ll 

be six children.”
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A Belgian company is fi ghting 
garbage with garbage. It seeks to 

transform co� ee grounds into food 
products and construction materi-
als—and to reduce plastic waste too.

In the cellar of a former industrial 
plant, clusters of mushrooms emerge 
from slashes in long sacks. The 
hanging bags contain a mixture of 
straw and co� ee grounds, rich soil for 
a burgeoning business.

PermaFungi collects fi ve tons of 
used grounds each month via deliver-
ies from cafés across Belgium. 
Workers mix grounds in a drum, add 
fungi spores, and then transfer the 
potion to sacks. Fifteen days later, the 
bags burst with mushrooms, ripe for 
selling in organic shops.

PermaFungi has been growing 
mushrooms for years. Future plans 
include expanding production of 
mycelium—the thready, root-like part 
of mushrooms—using a di� erent 
fungus. The resulting product can be 
used as a plastic alternative.

CEO Julien Jacquet waxes 
practical about PermaFungi’s goal to 
produce 12 tons of the new substance 
monthly by 2025. “Each day we throw 
away a lot of co� ee,” he says. He’s 
aware that co� ee production “needs a 
lot of energy—from the cultivation to 
the transportation.” He calls it “a pity 
not to use it more than a few minutes” 
during the brew cycle.

COO Stijn Roovers agrees. 
Belgians “[drink] thousands of tons a 
year.” He says the grounds “are 
mainly being thrown away, so it’s a 
huge potential.”

With global governments increas-
ingly seeking to cut pollution and 
waste, PermaFungi believes it o� ers a 

solution. The company recently fi lled 
its fi rst commercial order for fungus-
based insulation tiles.

Home goods giant IKEA has 
begun using another mycelium-based 
product, MycoComposite, for packag-
ing and shipping products around the 
globe. The company wants to stop 
using polystyrene, the white sub-
stance commonly called Styrofoam. 
Unlike polystyrene, which can last for 
decades or more, MycoComposite will 

biodegrade in a landfi ll in just weeks.
Ecovative Design experiments 

with di� erent mushroom species in 
MycoComposite, enhancing each 
species’ distinct properties to perform 
di� erent functions like sound-damp-
ening, insulation, plant-growing, and 
more. The product grows start to 
fi nish in less than a week.

The Ecovative website credits 
“Mother Nature” with having 
“already invented technologies that 
humans can use to make the products 
we need,” adding, “We just need to 
know where to fi nd them.”

Of course, that credit rightly 
belongs to God. He set His love on us, 
and all creation calls us to knowledge 
of His glory and excellence. “For by 
Him all things were created, in 
heaven and on Earth.” (Colossians 
1:16) Once again, God’s creation 
proves more complex and brilliant 
than humans know.TO
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Mushrooms 
burst from 
bags � lled 

with co� ee 
grounds and 
fungi spores.

WHY? Humans continually � nd answers to complex problems in God’s created 
world. Such discoveries are further proof of His glory and excellence.

MycoComposite 
packing material 
is made from 
mycelium.

Mycelium is the 
thready, root-like 
part of maturing 

mushrooms.
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Christmas may be months away, 
but a familiar little berry is in the 
news. The plant is best known as a 
hanging holiday decoration. But 
scientists say the sticky berries of 
European mistletoe may have 
important medical applications.

European mistletoe is the com-
mon name for a green plant that 
grows in Europe. Other mistletoe 
varieties grow in Africa and North 
America. The plant features clusters 
of white berries.

By the 18th century, mistletoe had 
become a Christmas decoration in 
some cultures. Tradition says that 
couples caught under the “kissing 
bough” must exchange a smooch.

All mistletoe species are parasitic. 
They depend on other plants to 
survive. They infest a wide range of 
host trees, which often are weakened 
by mistletoe infestations. An over-
abundance of mistletoe can kill a host 
tree.

Mistletoe’s characteristic white 
berries contain an ultra-sti�  fi brous 
substance called viscin. It enables the 
berry-seeds to stick to a host tree.

Scientists have experimented with 
mistletoe for centuries. Some even 

tested mistletoe in cures 
for cancer and epilepsy. 
(So far, none have been 

approved by the U.S. government.)
Viscin itself, however, is largely 

unresearched. This spring, a paper in 
an online journal of the Proceedings 
of the National Academy of Science 
reported that viscin readily adheres 
to human skin and cartilage and to 
synthetic materials. Such stick-to-
itiveness could be a signifi cant 
medical fi nding.

Researchers recognized that 
stretchy, sticky viscin could seal 
wounds or cover skin—and then 
become un-sticky under humid 
conditions.

“I wore a thin fi lm of viscin 
on my skin for three days to 
observe its adhesive qualities 
and was able to remove it from 
my fi ngers afterwards by 
simply rubbing them 
together,” says Nils 
Horbelt, another paper 
author.

The viscin discovery 
happened when Matthew 
Harrington, a senior 
author on the paper, saw 
his daughter playing 
with a mistletoe berry. 
The white orb “started 

sticking to everything,” he says, 
adding, “I was intrigued.” After all, 
Harrington’s expertise is with 
adhesives found in nature—and 
developing materials from them.

Researchers discovered that 
processed wet viscin fi bers become 
sticky. They can be stretched into 
thin fi lms or made into 3-D struc-
tures. A single berry can create a 
thread over six feet long!

Harrington fi nds it hard to 
explain viscin’s stickiness to so many 
surfaces like plastics, glass, and 
metals.

Abundant, ecofriendly, and 
renewable: Viscin is another example 

of the greatness and goodness 
of Earth’s Creator!

Researchers hope to 
further study the chemistry in 
the berry—and to replicate it. 

Mistletoe might soon get a 
revised image as more 
than a kissing bough.

mistletoe berries

A mistletoe-infested 
tree in Germany
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WHY? God � lled the 
Earth with 

more good and gracious 
gifts than humans have 
eyes to see or minds to 
comprehend. We can praise 
Him for His favor in creating 
such a wonderful world!

The sticky stu�  
inside the berries
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Four Egyptian engineering students have created 
something to usher in a brighter future. What is this 
wondrous invention?

It’s a block of concrete!
That’s it. A block of concrete sitting on the � oor. 

It looks like concrete. It feels like concrete. What’s 
the big deal?

Well, turn o�  the lights and watch it glow.
That’s right. This thick, rock-like cube is self- 

luminous. It glows in the dark.
Okay, it’s pretty cool, but still—why? 
Next time you’re driving through a town or city, 

count the streetlights. You’ll probably lose count 
before long. They’re ubiquitous. Most of us simply 
don’t pay attention to the numerous sources of 
arti� cial illumination any longer. But each one sucks 
up energy. New York City alone relies on over 310,000 
streetlights, and that racks up quite an electric bill! 

Cities can spend millions of dollars per year just 
to keep the streetlights on. But the problem goes 
beyond the municipal wallet. Generating that much 
energy contributes to pollution.

But what if the road itself could glow in the dark? 
Self-luminous concrete could make that happen. And 
to get this concrete glowing costs a whopping zero 
dollars. That’s because self-luminous concrete 
doesn’t need electricity. It just needs sunlight.

If you’ve ever owned a glow-in-the-dark toy or 
accessory, you’ve probably held it up to a light to 
make it glow. But have you ever wondered exactly 
why that works? Glow-in-the-dark materials contain 
substances called phosphors. Phosphors absorb 
energy and produce—you guessed it—light. The 
amount and color of the light depend on the 
 phosphors involved. 

The glow-in-the-dark stars on a child’s bedroom 
ceiling probably don’t give o�  much light. But the 
glow-in-the-dark concrete developed by Egypt’s 
engineering students could shine brightly enough to 
cut back on the need for streetlights.

In our modern world of Mars rovers and VR 
technology, glow-in-the-dark concrete might not look 
like a � ashy invention. But this small innovation could 
make towns and cities cheaper, cleaner, and safer for 
people.

“This idea will be useful on roadways; it will ration 
energy, as it will absorb sunlight in the morning and 
glow at night,” says Mayar Khairy, one of the students 
who invented the concrete. “At the same time, it will 
help attaining peace (security) as it will illuminate the 
dark streets at night.”

After all, you don’t need to worry about dark 
alleys if the alleys themselves glow.

One of the students from the 
American University in Cairo shows 

o�  a test block of the glowing concrete.

Four Egyptian engineering students have created 
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Big change can 
come from small 
things. Glow-in-

the-dark concrete 
might sound like a 
strange invention, 
but if used right, it 

could do some good.

WHY?

What negative consequences might 
glowing roadways introduce? Can you 
think of cautions to consider before 
cities implement this new technology?

One of the students from the 
American University in Cairo shows 

o�  a test block of the glowing concrete.
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MONARCHS 
REACH 

ENDANGERED 
 STATUS   The monarch butter� y 

� uttered a step closer to extinction in 
July. Scientists at the International Union 

for the Conservation of Nature logged 
“endangered” for the beloved orange-and-black 

insect on the organization’s “red list.” In North 
America, millions of monarchs undertake the longest 

migration of any known insect species. After wintering 
in central Mexico, monarchs migrate north, breeding 
along the way for thousands of miles. The o� spring that 
reach southern Canada begin the trip back to Mexico at 
summer’s end. The U.S. hasn’t listed monarchs under 
the Endangered Species Act, but several environmental 
groups believe that should occur due to dwindling 
numbers. People can help monarchs by planting 
milkweed, which the caterpillars need for food.

AT-HOME DIALYSIS DEVICE   Kidney failure 
patients can now treat themselves at home, thanks to a new 
dialysis machine inspired by on-demand juice dispensers. The 
UK’s Royal Academy of Engineering’s MacRobert Award 
recognized Quanta Dialysis Technologies’ microwave-
sized SC+ System for changing the way patients 
whose kidneys no longer function properly may 
mechanically clean their 
blood. Dialysis usually 
takes up to four hours, 
three times per week, 
at a medical facility. 
The SC+ system lets 
patients treat 
themselves at home 
overnight, as often 
as needed. Lewis 
Till, a 21-year-old 
dialysis patient, 
says, “It doesn’t 
feel like I’m on 
dialysis as much 
anymore.”

MONARCHS 
REACH 

ENDANGERED 
 STATUS   The monarch butter� y 

� uttered a step closer to extinction in 
July. Scientists at the International Union 

for the Conservation of Nature logged 
“endangered” for the beloved orange-and-black 

insect on the organization’s “red list.” In North 
America, millions of monarchs undertake the longest 

migration of any known insect species. After wintering 
in central Mexico, monarchs migrate north, breeding 
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 “I KEPT 
 REMINDING 
MYSELF, 
WHAT A 
SMALL 
 SACRIFICE. 
THIS 
 TEMPORARY 
PAIN . . .  
IT’S SO 
WORTH IT.”   
—25-year-old Nick 
Bostic, on wounds 
he received while 
saving three teens, 
a six-year-old, and a 
one-year-old from 
a burning house in 
Indiana.

sized SC+ System for changing the way patients 
whose kidneys no longer function properly may 
mechanically clean their 
blood. Dialysis usually 
takes up to four hours, 
three times per week, 
at a medical facility. 
The SC+ system lets 

themselves at home 
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The mangrove in Guadeloupe 
where the bacterium  was found

BIGGEST BACTERIUM   Scientists have 
discovered the world’s largest known bacterium. 
Most bacteria are microscopic. But this one can be 
seen with the naked eye. The thin white � lament is 
approximately the size of a human eyelash, about a 
third of an inch long. It’s named Thiomargarita 
magni� ca (“magni� cent sulfur pearl”). Biologist Olivier 
Gros found one clinging to sunken mangrove leaves in 
Guadeloupe. But he didn’t immediately know it was a 
bacterium because of its surprisingly large size. He 
thought it might be a fungus. Gros found others attached 
to oyster shells, rocks, and glass bottles. More study 
revealed the organism to be a single bacterial cell.
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KNOCK-KNOCK, 
ANY BIRDY 
THERE?   Are ivory-billed 
woodpeckers extinct? The 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
is putting o�  trying to decide. 
It’s adding six more months to 
collect evidence. God made 
this bird with a 30-inch 
wingspan, a high call, and a 
distinctive “double knock” 
peck while searching for 
beetles. The agency is looking 
for photos or videos that 
clearly show the woodpeckers. 
Bird expert John Fitzpatrick 
thinks there’s “believable 
evidence that these birds still 
exist in remote locations of 
Louisiana and Arkansas.”

PIG HEART PROGRESS   NYU Langone Health reported in July that it 
successfully transplanted two pig hearts into two human patients. Tragically, the 
experiments could take place because both patients were in a state of “brain 
death” while ventilators kept their bodies functioning. Researchers imitated 
the process of human-to-human heart transplants—even traveling hundreds 
of miles to retrieve the organ for transplant. Over 100,000 people in the 
U.S. are waiting for an organ. Thousands die every year still waiting. While 
xenotransplantation has ethical concerns for many that must be carefully 
considered, if pig organs can be successfully transplanted into humans, 
doctors may be able to save thousands of lives. See Pig Heart Sustains 
Man’s Life at teen.wng.org/node/7390 for an earlier such transplant.

QUIZ MY READING:1. b, 2. b, 3. a, 4. b,WORDS TO BANK:1. b, 2. a, 3. c, 4. b, 5. a, 6. b,VIZ QUIZ:D. (bright, moving star)MIND STIR:Answers will 
vary but may include 1. Pros: Nations can protect their own goals, resources, and national security by operating alone. Cons: Without collabora-
tion, nations may miss out on faster progress because they lose the ability to learn from the body of testing and knowledge other nations have 
built. 2. A society that recognizes the value of every individual created by God will want to take steps to integrate even those with disabilities and 
limitations into the broader community. The Bible tells us the church—Christ’s body—is made of many parts, big and small. All belong and have 
purpose, and the whole body � ourishes when every part is ful� lling its unique role. What’s good for the individual can also be good for the whole.

DROPPING ALBUMS AT 
97   Ruth Slenczynska (slen-CHEN-skah) 
is 97 and has no thoughts of retiring. 
She released a new album this year 
called My Life in Music. Slenczynska 
began learning piano when she was 
three. One critic hailed her as the 
greatest piano genius since Mozart. She 
met renowned Russian composer Sergei 
Rachmanino�  after substituting for him 
at a concert. She was nine. He became 
her mentor for two years, and today she 
is his last surviving pupil. Slenczynska 
has taught piano and performed all over 
the globe. While pushed to maintain an 
exhausting practice regimen as a child, 
now she plays for the sheer joy of it. “I’m 
having a good time wherever I go.”
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Surgeons 
transplant a 
pig’s heart at 
NYU Langone 

Health.
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Explain IT (pages 22-25)

1. prowess
 a) bravery
 b) great ability
 c) hunger

2. abounds
 a) � ourishes copiously
 b) travels in great leaps
 c) stays restrained

3. integral
 a) unnecessary
 b) carefully calculated
 c) essential to 
 completeness

4. spate
 a) demand
 b) abundance
 c) dearth

5. jargon
 a) technical terminology
 b) jibberish
 c) foreign idioms

6. burgeoning
 a) costly
 b) thriving
 c) burdensome

1. Why aren’t Chinese astronauts allowed to operate 
aboard the International Space Station?
 a) China’s space program is not advanced enough.
 b) The United States decided that China’s involvement 
  would raise national security problems.

2. How are some churches tackling the problem of 
homelessness?
 a) through sustained fundraising campaigns and prayer vigils
 b) by erecting tiny homes or other small housing structures
   on their properties

3. Who can bene� t from captioning services?
 a) Many people, including deaf persons, other language 
  speakers, and those in distracting settings
 b) Only deaf persons and those making money by creating 
  the technology bene� t

4. What material have some companies discovered can be 
used to make disposable (and compostable) packaging?
 a) Styrofoam cups and plastic bags
 b) mushrooms and co� ee grounds

1. What are some pros and cons for nations 
choosing to opt out of international projects, 
like the International Space Station, and opt to 
pursue technological and scienti� c advance-
ments on their own?

2. What are some reasons an 
entire society might willingly 
participate in making 
community integration 
easier for individuals in 
special needs groups, such 
as the Deaf?

Visit spotthestation.nasa.gov to � nd when 
you can see the International Space Station.

When you see the International Space Station in 
the night sky, it looks like which of the following?

QUIZ
ANSWERS ON 

PAGE 29

Explain IT (pages 22-25)
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C

A

D

B

Drone

Jet

Comet

Star
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Scan (right) to check out our “Farm News” page.

Have an ordinary kitchen blender? Sarah shows 
you how to turn raw wheat berries into pancakes 
in a short video.

Watch us harvest wheat from the field and 
transform it into pancakes, all in 5½ minutes.

Search our website for links on how Mennonites, fleeing 
the Ukraine, transformed Kansas’s agriculture and the 
American flour industry.

AVAILABLE AS Whole Corn Kernels, Wheat Berries, Oat Groats & Raw Cold Rolled Oats 
Stone Milled: Cornmeals, Corn Grits, Sifted/Whole Wheat & Buckwheat Flours, Scottish & Irish Oatmeals

FROM OUR FAMILY TO YOURS. ALL DONE ON THE FARM.

We grow them without synthetic chemicals in the fertility levels they traditionally thrived, and then 
we process them in a manner used hundreds of years ago. We accomplish this by doing everything, 

from planting to milling, here on our farm.

hheeiirrlloooomm oorrggaanniicc
ggrraaiinnss && fflloouurrss

Henry Moore 
Yellow Corn

Bloody Butcher 
Red Corn

Blue Hopi Corn

Tenn. Red Cob 
(White Corn)

Hard Red Winter 
Turkey Wheat

Pennsylvania 
Dutch Butter 
Flavored Popcorn 

Soft Red Winter 
Pastry Wheat

Hulless Oats

Hard Red Spring 
Bread Wheat

Buckwheat

WE’RE GOING BACK AND FINDING THE 
OLD, GOOD TASTING GRAIN VARIETIES. 

www.qualityorganic.net
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Biblical Training
Hands-on Farming

COME GROW
WITH US

APPLY NOW | plantedgapyear.org

Sink your roots deeper into Christ during
this 9-month discipleship program in the
mountains of Pennsylvania.

Live, learn, and work within a small,
tight-knit community of young adults.

Dedicate your next year to experiencing
God's revelation together in his Word
and in his world.

Outdoor Adventure
Life Skill Development
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